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=============== Secure Notepad is a simple text editor with a built-in encryption system, useful to
generate regular and encrypted documents. These documents can be saved as.txt,.etxt,.txt/.etxt or simply
in plain text format. This word processor offers a small and intuitive interface with only the minimum set

of tools to compose your texts. The.etxt document format is the result of the combination of the.txt
and.crypt formats. How does it work? ============== Secure Notepad stores your data inside a text
file that supports UTF-8 character encoding. The.etxt format is designed to preserve the original plain
text format, although it comes with an added functionality, such as encryption, check-in and check-out

dates, and markup. This means that it contains a description of the composition and encrypted data. With
the installation of Secure Notepad, you don't have to worry about how your text will look, since this

software creates a new text file every time you open it. It keeps a record of all the documents created by
you and allows you to locate and delete them. Additionally, the editor has a simple and straightforward
interface with only few toolbars and tool windows. What it can do for you: ====================
Generate text files with your data  Secure Notepad offers the option to save a plain text draft. The auto-

generated documents are encrypted and don't include your personal information. You can also save
documents in the.etxt format. You can write whatever you want, even random gibberish, to its interface.
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In this case, the document will be encrypted. Insert binary and string data  To prepare binary and string
data, you can insert them directly into the editor. The binary data is displayed in hexadecimal form, while

strings are stored in UTF-8 encoding. Decrypt data and save the documents  If you want to modify and
view the document's content, you can decrypt it using Secure Notepad's built-in encryption and

decryption tools. The.etxt format is supported by most browsers, as well as, modern version of Microsoft
Office apps. Supported file formats: ====================== Secure Notepad can save and open
files of any format, including HTML and PDF files. You can encrypt a file by double-clicking on it and

saving it in the.etxt format. The process is simple, just click
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Save sensitive data in plain text format, with hidden messages and limited usage. It's possible to hide your
information using non-visible and restricted terms that can't be identified with a simple search. The Safe
Text Editor is supported by the most popular and secure algorithms, SHA-512, AES, SHA-3 and MD5.

Read our Frequently Asked Questions How to encrypt text in Notepad 1. Check the box "Encrypt to
Secure Text Document" 2. Choose a SHA-3 hash algorithm in the dropdown list 3. Enter an 8-digit

password 4. Save encrypted text in a standard plain text format How to encrypt plain text in Notepad 1.
Convert your plain text file into Secure Text Document format 2. Select SHA-3 hash algorithm in the
dropdown list 3. Type an 8-digit password 4. Choose a format for the output file KeyMacro 1. Upload
your files to secure.org and share your password 2. Get your free account now! Key: SHA-3: MAC-
SHA-3 AES: AEAD-AES MD5: MD5 Why should I encrypt my text documents? 1. Data encryption
adds a layer of privacy and security for your data, increasing the safety of your information and your

online identity. 2. Data encryption allows only the intended receiver to decrypt, manipulate and
understand the data, without revealing your information to others. This approach offers a practical layer

of protection for your data. 3. Data encryption can provide a layer of security for your financial
transactions, online communication, and other data that can be deemed valuable. It's easy to encrypt and
decrypt sensitive information such as documents, files, emails, and login credentials. 4. Security experts

agree that data encryption is the best way to prevent hackers, spyware, viruses and other forms of
malware from accessing your data and information. Will my data be safe? Yes! While the chances of

your information being lost or stolen are slim, there are some vulnerabilities that can happen. We have a
comprehensive list of risks that can negatively impact your data, including data loss, file corruption,

hacker infiltration, and data breach. FAQs Are there any Safe Text Document format versions of
Notepad? There are several built-in text format versions that can be used to save text files 77a5ca646e
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============ Secure Notepad is a free and basic word processor for your drafts. With its simple user
interface and its built-in encryption, you don't have to worry about information loss, you can create
temporary, general or valuable information. The standalone desktop version offers a few additional
features not available in the portable version, such as the text editor, so you can save draft content in a
few file formats, custom themes and the ability to insert pictures. Install ======== 1. [Portable]( 7-Zip
(freeware), RAR, 7z, Cabextract (commercial) 2. [Desktop]( 7-Zip (freeware) 3. [Mac OS X]( 4.
[Linux]( OpenSUSE 5. [Windows]( 7-Zip (freeware), The 7-Zip companion (freeware), 7z (freeware)
Features ======== - Free portable version that can save documents in the popular.ETXT file format. -
Free desktop version with a few additional features and text editing. - Text editor with basic and
advanced features. - Supports simple text searches with regular expressions and the Find and Replace
feature. - Edit the text in the document, add pictures, style it and change its font. - View the text as a
document or e-mail it. - Support for adding a password for the user and the app. - Saving drafts in plain
text and encrypted format. - You can create your own encryption key or generate a new one. - Change the
file format, set a custom color and insert images. - Decent application for a simple text editor with many
options. Compatibility ============= Compatible with Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1 and Windows 10. Supported file formats ======================= -.ETXT -.ETTX
-.ETX -.HEX Known issues ============ - The desktop version doesn't work with

What's New In Secure Notepad?
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System Requirements For Secure Notepad:

Note: Most of the features in a specific version of the game can be enabled in previous versions as well
(e.g. up to the 1.2.0 patch release). To be specific, the features listed below are supported in the current
version of the game (1.4.3). Other versions may support the features differently. General Features
Supported Video Formats: H.264 (requires the most recent driver) Mpeg2 (requires the latest driver)
Video-Core (requires the latest driver) Direct
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